Relationship between mechanical axis-derived and anatomic landmark-derived femoral rotation in TKA: a three-dimensional CT study.
We sought to determine the relationship between the mechanical axis-derived and the anatomic landmark-derived femoral rotational axes using three dimensional computed tomographic images of 20 lower extremities. The mechanical axis-derived femoral rotational axis was created on the distal articular surface of the femur using coronal mechanical limb axis and the reconstructed images of the femur. Then, we measured the angular difference between mechanical axis-derived and anatomic landmark-derived femoral rotational axes. The mechanical axis-derived femoral rotational axis was externally rotated with a mean of 2.2° (range, 0 to 4.7°; SD, 1.0) compared with the surgical epicondylar axis. Our findings should be considered to obtain a proper femoral rotational axis in total knee arthroplasty.